
Managing MSC Team Rosters

MSC Division Managing Members

MSC Academy (U4-U10)
Registrar - Ashlee Chambers

MSC ISL Recreational/Outback (U11+)
Director of Coaching - Brandon Jenkins

MSC ISL Competitive (U9+)
Director of Coaching - Brandon Jenkins

Assigning and managing team rosters

The management and forming of team rosters is left up to the discretion of the managing
member.

MSC Academy
Rosters are divided evenly by birth year and randomly assigned to teams.  Each birth year is
segregated and then divided into the respective amount of teams for that age group.  The
number of teams is determined by the ideal roster size and the number of registrations in that
age group.

Ideal roster sizes
U4 - pool of 10 players
U6 (4v4) - 6 to 8 players
U8 (4v4) - 6 to 8 players
U10 (7v7) - 10 to 12 players

MSC ISL Recreational/Outback
Rosters are determined by coaches and the managing director.  Teams attend practices before
seasonal games begin and are then divided into rosters to best balance team play. Rosters are
then submitted to the registrar to be registered with the state governing body which will in turn
issue the official game rosters.

Ideal roster sizes
U12 (9v9) - 12 to 15 players
U14 (11v11) - 16 to 18 players
U16 (11v11) - 16 to 21 players

MSC ISL Competitive
Rosters are determined by coaches and the managing director.  Players attend tryouts and are
notified by the coach or managing director if the player has been invited to a team.  Rosters are



then submitted to the registrar to be registered with the state governing body which will in turn
issue the official game rosters.

Ideal roster sizes are determined by the coach and managing director.

Coach, Player & Team Requests

In consideration of the number of players, teams, and coaches MSC manages, and the valuable
time of our coach and board volunteers, MSC does not honor requests for teams, coaches, or
players when forming teams.  Switching teams for schedules, friends, or family is not permitted.
Honoring requests results in a burden on the volunteer coaches and can result in the shorting or
overloading of teams.  Special requests for emergencies or direct family members can be
considered upon request and reviewed by the managing member or Board of Directors.


